
CPQ: The Future of Material Handling 
Equipment Manufacturing

Benefits of CPQ in
Equipment Manufacturing

For material handling manufacturers, keeping up with customer expectations, regulatory compliance, and production 
feasibility requires effective organization and a great deal of time. Manual processes and bottlenecks are the way of the 

past — material handling equipment manufacturers are moving into the future with tools like material handling CPQ.

Configure, price, quote (CPQ) solutions like Configure One Cloud from Revalize offer material handling manufacturers 
industry-leading tools that streamline otherwise cumbersome and error-prone processes. With this technology, 

manufacturers can reduce their overall errors, quickly meet customer requirements, and cut down on unexpected costs.

Are you ready to press fast forward on your 
manufacturing operation?

Talk to one of our experts today to learn more about how Configure One 
Cloud can boost your bottom line and empower your sales team.

Here’s how material handling CPQ offers 
several key benefits to empower your 

team and satisfy your customers.

With an intuitive-based platform, CPQ 
keeps your sales team in the know 

throughout the configuration process, 
empowering sales reps and customers alike.

Guided selling

CPQ lets your customers see their custom 
product as it's being configured, offering them 
and your sales reps a view into their final order.

Digital visualization

 Collect and use real-time data feedback to 
improve your inventory order, sales process, 

and manufacturing operations workflows.

Feedback loop

Prevents costly errors by setting up 
configuration guidelines that eliminate any 

possible issues during production.

Rules-based configuration

Every update to your customer's configuration 
will automatically update your final price to 
reflect their changes, keeping your pricing 

transparent and your quotes accurate.

Instant pricing

Connect CPQ to your CAD or ERP systems 
to ensure configurations don't negatively 
impact manufacturability and inventory.

Integrations
Creating separate documentation is a thing of 

the past as CPQ can automatically generate 
bills of materials (BOMs), item quantity 

control, and parts numbering documents.

Document generation

Talk to an expert

https://revalizesoftware.com/schedule-a-demo/

